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Black sphere of Worstein

BL AC K SPHERE O F. W O RST E IN. The Black Sphere of Worstein is a unique Magickal. Artifact, named so after its creator, one of the Dark. Lieutenants of ... 
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B L A C K SP H E RE O F W O RST E IN The Black Sphere of Worstein is a unique Magickal Artifact, named so after its creator, one of the Dark Lieutenants of Nagash. This Artifact is very powerful, and contains enough raw Black Magick to make the desires of most worldconquering Necromancers come through. The Black Sphere consists of two objects; the Sphere itself and the Key, which is used to activate it. Although the two objects are somewhat powerful in their own right, it is nothing when compared to the full potential of the Artifact, which can only be realised when the two are united. The mighty Sorcerer Worstein created the Black Sphere, almost a millennia before the Imperial Chronology. He was one of the Dark Lieutenants of Nagash, and unlike Arkhan and Krell, he served Nagash while he was alive. He was a mighty Sorcerer before he entered the service of the Great Necromancer, but it was only under his master’s tutelage that he became even more so  a GrandMaster of the Dark Arts! On the direct order of Nagash, Worstein began to research the possibility of creating an Artifact which could gather and conduct the Black Winds of Magick, thereby enabling even the weakest Sorcerer to call up the Undead. Nagash had realised that even his mighty powers could only be fully concentrated in one place at a time, and given the enemies he had created, this was not a luxury he could command eternally. If his servants could access such an Artifact, it would be possible to wage war in more than one place at a time, but it would also be possible to enhance the powers of his already mighty Lieutenants. Nagash gave Worstein specific instructions in which direction his work should lead him, and after four centuries of research in the Black Library of Nagash, testing of possibilities on the dead as well as on the living, Worstein entered the Foundries of Nagshizzar, and there he constructed the Black Sphere.



Through many weeks of forging, reciting of complex rituals, and sacrifice of blood Worstein constructed the diabolical Artifact. In the final moments of the great ritual, which would complete and empower the Sphere, Worstein sacrificed a powerful Highelf Sorcerer, and bound his spirit to the Sphere. When presented with the Artifact, Nagash was pleased with it, and commanded that it be put to immediate use. Worstein departed with a large phalanx of the Undead Legionaries of Nagash, and set course for what would later become the Empire. The Black Sphere proved beyond success that it was fit to be yet another weapon in the hands of the Great Necromancer. Unfortunately this took place almost at the same time as The Great Ritual, and The First Death of Nagash. Worstein lost the Black Sphere not long thereafter, a mere two centuries later, as his fortress was sacked and destroyed by the Nightmare Legion of Graf Albrecht. The Patriarch Arcas killed Worstein, but some of his cultists managed to escape and take the Black Sphere with them. They disappear somewhere in the Worlds Edge Mountains and with them every trace of the mighty Artifact. In the year 465 IC, the Necromancer Lothar the Bloody rise from the shadows of Sylvania, and he has control of the Black Sphere of Wotan, and its diabolical powers. His legions pour across Sylvania and into the rest of the Empire. The living are incapable of stopping neither the Undead, nor the Black Rain which fall from the skies and makes the Undead erupt from the very ground. But as suddenly as he appears, just as suddenly does Lothar disappear in what should have been his moment of triumph. His Undead legions turn to dust, and the Black Sphere of Worstein vanishes without a trace once again.



Black Sphere of Worstein



Class: Greater Artifact/Greater Rune Device Creator: Worstein the Dark Time of creation: ca. 1000 BC Design: A midnight black sphere approximately 3½ feet in diameter. Set on a 4½ feet tall stand of bone and mithril, depicting various Undead forming a pillar on which the Sphere is set. A gaping skull forms the insertion point of the Key, the controller of the Black Sphere. The Key is made from gold, and inlaid with Mithril, black gems and Runes. It is approximately 5 inches long. The Sphere will not work without it. Password: None Inscription: In the Arcane Necromantic language of Nagash; Obscure Reliability Score: 89 Enchantments: The Black Sphere of Worstein has four known powers, but may possess unknown and even more terrible powers. These four are listed below: Channel the Dark Winds: The Sphere is capable of tapping into the Winds of Black Magick, and this energy can be used to fuel Spells and Rituals. The use of the Sphere to this can be quickly detected as the Winds of Black Magick will swirl above the Sphere as a malmstrom. 3D6x100 Magick Points can be harvested per day. Let the Black Rain Fall: The user can designate an area no more than 500 miles away, and known to the user, where the Black Rain should fall. This will cause boiling, swirling black clouds to form over the area (approximately 1x1 mile) and black heavy rain will fall over the area. As this seeps into the ground, it will cause 10D10+50 Undead creatures to pour from the ground and attack all living creatures in the vicinity. Any dead left in the rain will also rise as Undead. The Rain continues for D6x10 minutes. The Black Rain can be used once per day. Awareness of the Legion: The user will be able to control any one group/army of friendly Undead within 1000 miles as if they were himself. They will act as one. Think as one. This will effectively raise the Initiative of any such Undead to that of the user. This power can be used unlimited. It is available even if the Key is not at hand. Control of the Master: The user is in complete control of his Undead forces. They cannot be wrested away from his by means of any abilities nor Spells or Rituals. The user may make a Magick Test Any if any attempts to dispell such Undead is made. He has a +40 modifier. This power can be used unlimited. It is available even if the Key is not at hand.



From the Magick Section at the Warhammer Forever site. http://www.pip.dknet.dk/~madman/Warhammer_forever/ Written By Kenneth Madsen [email protected] Comments are welcome Nagash is a Games Workshop  1994 MADness Ventures DesignStudio  1998
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Sphere Book French .indb - Sphere Standards 

réfugiés (HCRNU) * United States Department of State Bureau of Population,. Refugees ...... Apprécier et gérer les risques relatifs à la sécurité des routes de transport et ...... 47. PRINCIPE DE PROTECTION 2 – GARANTIR L'ACCÈS d'entraide communautai










 








Liasse fiscale SPHERE 

AY. Participations Ã©valuÃ©es selon la mÃ©thode de mise en Ã©quivalence. CS. CT. Autres participations. CU. CV. CrÃ©ances rattachÃ©es Ã  des participations. BB. BC.










 








Liasse fiscale SPHERE PRODUCTION 

55 900. 52 892. 3 008. 20 662. 1 542. 19 120. 213 416. 206 010. 7 406 ...... OL. Refacturations de frais inscrites au compte de transfert de charges. OT. TOTAL 1 ...










 








a perfect sphere .fr 

If you are lost, maybe you are the weakest link, and so should leave that tutorial right now. Or copy the following mel script as how to make a perfect sphere using ...










 








Liasse fiscale SPHERE TECH EUROPE 

informations sur plus de 8 millions d'entreprises, avec un accÃ¨s Ã  l'ensemble des ..... 18 126. 56 384. 563. 41 081. 1 118 841. -77 088. 6 270. 6 270. 12 985.










 








SPHERE- and ALMA-based shape reconstruction of asteroid \(3 

Dec 11, 1979 - verification data1 of Juno (ALMA Partnership et al. 2015) al- lows us ..... full-baseline ALMA data is to let the antenna gains be free pa- rameters ...










 








MUSIC-type imaging of a small dielectric sphere ... - Souhir GDOURA 

A small dielectric sphere is buried within the lower half of a two half-space medium and illuminated from the upper one by a dipole array. The Multi-Static ...










 








Capillary buckling of a thin film adhering to a sphere 

Oct 2, 2012 - We present a combined theoretical and experimental study of the ..... Here we have replaced the shear force la by its expression la Â¼ Ð�mab,b.










 








Spectroscopy of a StrÃ¶mgren sphere. - Jacques Moret-Bailly 

Sep 28, 2008 - of a gas laser, can be superradiant at several eigen frequencies of atomic hydrogen; the .... the layer of thickness Ç« = cdt, and K a coefficient of diffusion; the total field is: ..... making laboratory experiments easy (Yan et al.










 








A Decomposition for Invariant Tests of Uniformity on the Sphere 

We introduce a Uâˆ’statistic on which can be based a test for uni- ... [8], chapter 9-10. ... with extrinsic mean (see [1] and [2]) though generic, cannot be ap- plied.










 








black book 

resistance fighters, Rachel helps Müntze, whom she has grown to love, to escape. The failed escape .... Gerard is only two years older than me. We were both ...










 








black & white 

HUICHAPAN, DEL. M. HIDALGO MÃ‰XICO D. F., MÃ‰XICO. CP 11290 Tel (55) 5082-1040. Garantiza este producto por el tÃ©rmino de un aÃ±o en todas sus partes y ...










 








Security Implications of IPv6 - Black Hat 

Jul 18, 2003 - 128 bits - 3.4 * 10^38 addresses. â€“ 8 16-bit hex fields, 0-FFFF. â€“ Fixed subnets .... Many IRC bots have IPv6 patches. â€¢ IPv6 has been used for ...










 








Improvement of Red-Black Trees - LIG Membres 

... a framework for collabora- tive communication (Tweer), which we use to. 1 .... ware components were hand assembled using. Microsoft developer's studio with ...










 








empire of shadows black george dbid 2g3 












 








Improvement of Red-Black Trees - LIG Membres 

clients have a long history of synchronizing in this manner. .... principles of artificial intelligence, implement- .... Journal of Psychoacoustic Symmetries, 3:1â€“12,.










 








sphere a prisme orientable spac40 

7 mars 2014 - Fixation rapide sans ambigÃ¼itÃ©. â€¢ Faible encombrement ... SphÃ¨re en acier chromÃ© de 40mm de diamÃ¨tre. â€¢ Constante d'addition pour ...










 








Black Friday 

50S | (10,6 kg). UtilisCItion #. recommCIndÃ©e: 4-35 lbs et jusqu'Ã  =- - - Âºr"| , =^) U ' TÂºft. 32 po FX 2) \ - ) U. K4 baby I love you. |ÃŽern# 1926846 fer]] + B441ODNS ...










 








BLACK LINE 

T3 ROISSYPOLE DEPART. DO AIR France. IBIS STYLE. MILLENIUM. HOLIDAY INN. NOVOTEL CONVENTION And WELNESS. PENTAHOTEL. RESIDHOME ...










 








Black Powder 

Break Test modifiers. -1 Per excess casualty. -1 Disordered. -1 Suffered casualties from artillery for tests A or B. Break Test Result Table. Result Combat type.










 








1-syllable graph phase phone phrase sphere 

Consonant Sound /f/ spelled “ph”. Copyright © 2011 OnTrack Reading. 1-syllable graph phase phone phrase sphere. *Indicates an uncommon spelling.










 








mini canne pour sphere spac40 

La mini-canne de Geodesia s'utilise exclusivement avec la sphÃ¨re Ã  prisme SPAC40. Elle permet de mesurer, de maniÃ¨re trÃ¨s prÃ©cise, en angle et en distance ...










 








geometrie projective sphere de riemann perspective ... AWS 

PDF File: Geometrie Projective Sphere De Riemann Perspective Conique Hexagramme Plan Projectif. Division Harmonique Axiomes De Plans Projectifssuite Des Axiomes Theoreme De Desargues Dualite. Plan De Fano - GPSDRPCHPPDHADPPDATDDDPDF96-12. 1/3. GEOMET










 








MRS: Multi-Resolution on the Sphere .fr 

Cosmic Microwave Background radiation field over the whole celestial sphere, have and ...... orthogonal wavelet transform, this curve would be linear.) Due to ...
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